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WX-COIN is a decentralized cryptocurrency that
uses peer-to-peer technology to operate with no
central authority or banks, managing transactions
and the issuing of WX-COIN is carried out
collectively by the network. WX-Coin is open-
source, its design is public, nobody owns or
controls WX-Coinn and everyone can take part.

WXCOIN

WHAT IS WX-COIN
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WXCOIN

For almost 3 years, WXcoin has been running and developing as a mining company. We already have more than
150,000 members, And now it's time we did the development project by launching WXC Cryptocurrency.

Cryptocurrencies have already changed the world over the past few years, but here at WXCoin, we want to evolve
things even more. While it’s true that many cryptocurrencies incorporate blockchain technology, several of them
don’t use it to the best of its abilities.

WXCoin will release 31 million coins worldwide, which is similar to an economic system based on deflation and
with increasing supply of currency, the WXCoin trends increase while demand is high and the amount of coins still
does not increase.

WXCoin vision that investors have total control over their finances. This is able to occur because it works as part of
a peer-to-peer community. Therefore, it’s a totally decentralised cryptocurrency ecosystem. Without banks or
financial institutions involving themselves, all WXCoin users have financial freedom. This also provides a much
safer way of investing. Due to the decentralised system, identity theft and other fiat currency problems aren’t an
issue.

INTRODUCTION
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WXCOIN

WXCoin holders will be able to make investments with such in a number of different ways, thereby increasing the
value of the coins that they hold. These investment opportunities include Mining, Trading and Staking. The value
of all cryptocurrencies is generally something that is determined by numerous factors. This includes supply and
demand, perception and of course, factors of the economy. Because of this, WXCoin and the blockchain market
have extensive room to grow in a significant way. The sooner you invest, the lower the price of the coin, and then
you’re simply able to watch it rise in value.

Our system would effectively assist in obtaining the maximum profit safely, securely, comfortably and steadily. We
have dramatically simplified investing by linking the profit to the exchange rate of our coin. The one and only thing
you need to do is to purchase our coin either at ICO (which is cheaper) or at fully-fledged launch of the platform.

To put it simply, WXCoin is a self-regulated financial system, which is able to provide multiple investment
opportunities and financial independence to investors. This all takes place within the WXCoin community,
containing peers who are like-minded and able to push the WXCoin brand to become one of the best
cryptocurrency alternative in the future.
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Payments are fast, global, and secure with near zero payment fees. Therefore merchants do not have to pass on
the cost of business to you the customer, meaning you are able to enjoy spending less on the things you love.

Once you’ve got yourself a wallet for storing your WX-Coin, you can register an exchange and start filling up your
wallet with WX-Coin of your own.

Everyday, more merchants are accepting WX-Coin as a payment option. The tiny fees allow vendors to sell
cheaper than with traditional currencies.

Why WX-Coin?

Where to buy?

Where to spend?



WX-COIN SPECIFICATION

Coin Name : WXCOIN
Coin Abbreviation : WXC

Coin Type : PoW/PoS Hybrid
Hashing Algorithm : X13

Difficulty Retargetting Algorithm : Simple
Time Between Blocks (in seconds) : 120

Block Reward : 0.052
Block Reward Halving Rate : 237,500,000

Premine Amount : 6,300,000
Total Coins : 31,000,000

Yearly Interest % : 12
Minimum Stake Age (in days) : 30
Maximum Stake Age (in days) : 90

Daily Block Count : 720
Coins Generated Per Day : 37.44

Time Between Halvings : 10,844.75 WXCOIN5
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WX-COIN DISTRIBUTION

ICO  : 1.000.000 WXC
DEVELOPER  : 5.200.000 WXC
MINING  : 24.800.000 WXC
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$2.00/WXC

WXCOIN

1.000.000 WXC



MINING

WXCOIN

The special feature of WXCoin is the PoW/POS Hybrid with Hashing Algorithm X13, which optimizes the ability to mine
via multiple devices, from advanced machines to basic web browsers.
To earn a reward through PoW mining WXCoin, download theWXCoin wallet for your operating system.
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If you are a person who is really busy, consider this option. It will bring you considerable profit
from hoarding WXCoin.
WXCoin will give you bonus you when you hold your coin and your coin will be used to stake. It is
a way to confirm transaction for the system, the more you keep WXCoin, the more bonus you
earn from Staking. With WXCoin ,you are always guaranteed to earn profit.

STAKING
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ROAD MAP
This timeline details our funding and

development goals.

Feb 2018
Creation of the idea of

WX-Coin Project
Mar 2018
The prototype of WX-Coin Finished
Wallet WXcoin Registration.

Apr 2018
Launch of Wx-Coin in Thailand

ICO Crowdsale Starting 1.000.000 WXC
Launch of the education and

information WX-Coin resource

Mei 2018
Launch of cryptocurrency converter

Jun 2018
Open Exchanger External/ Open market

Sep 2018
Open Coin Market Cap
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August 2018
Launch of WX-Coin mobile version (IOS/Android)
Meeting & Reward to Exclusive Investor in Dubai 

Juli 2018
Mining Pool Starting

Oct 2018
Meeting & Reward to

Exclusive Investor in Europe 
Nov 2018
Development of Market Place



EXCHANGER

EXCHANGER
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www.wxcoins.org

Bitcointalk

www.facebook.com/wxcoininfo

worldxcoin

Worldxcoin google+

WX-COIN12

https://t.me/wxcoin

https://wxcoins.org/
https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?action=profile;u=1555177;sa=showPosts
https://web.facebook.com/wxcoininfo/
https://www.instagram.com/worldxcoin/
https://plus.google.com/u/1/117325790758181196064
https://twitter.com/CoinWx?lang=id
https://twitter.com/CoinWx?lang=id
https://t.me/wxcoin
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Thank you for your interesting in WXCoin.
Please see updated details on our website.

THANK YOU

www.wxcoins.org
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https://wxcoins.org/

